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USING UhDERGRADUATE STUDENTS AS' HELPERS:
THE COMPAL/ON PROGRAM REFISITED1

:)avid Jo Melby.

Counseling and Testing Center
Southern Illinois University

Basically. the Companion Program as it was first concept-

ualized by Dro Raynard) and as it has evolved at Southern

Illinois University, involves the use of undergraduate volunteers

as friende to socially isolmteds alienated4, or lonely students

who have a clear potential which they have been unable to realize.

Through the program the volunteer companion is matched with a

lonely student whom we shall call his friendo In volunteering

the companion agrees 1) to participate in a weekly training or

resource group meeting in whickhe shares with the group his

experiences and probl,wms in his relationship with his friends

learns how to be a good friend and how to function effectively

in interpersonal situations. 2) to engage in testing and

obserVatiomal mktasures and 3) to maintalr' 'le contact

with his sociOly isolated peer friendo At 1his point it is up

to the conpanion and friend to develop the relationship in the

direction that they together choose. The guidelines tor the
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relationship are purposely vague such that the companion and friend

have complete freedom to develop the relatiemship in arri manner that

they might ohoose.

In our experiences the fact that an ofrXcial program is

invotved makes it more difficult for the companions to establish

a friendship relationships thus emphasising the importance of giving

the companion aa much freedom as possible.

The focus of the weekly resource group initially involves

the mutual giving of support and dealing with questions suoh as

1-liew should X make the first contacts by telephone or in person2°

owhat do I say when I make my first comtact?" °What does he know

about the program and is he e=pecting my call?" "Should I tell

him about our training group meetings?" Later an th focus shift

toward present concerns in the relationships and learning about

friendship through reading mat-lerials amd sharing of personal =per-

lances. The resource croup has typically been found by the comi.

panions to be a.major part of their total experience in the Com-

pznien Programs in terms of personal vane for the companions.

The voution might be askeds "What is the need or the value

9f a program much as the Companion Program. The maed for selected

sub-professionals in the mental health areas has become increasingly

acute in recent years. Both available and project d manpower in

the disciplines currntly practicing psychotherapy falls far

short of current aallll-as projected demands. If the resUlts of

the Raynard and Graff (1969) study are at all representative

Cer)51 of Southern Illinois University students sampled said they

would accept vocational counsli,az servic ir aff red)0 the
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importance of mew methods of serving student counseling reeds

becomes obvious.

At the same time there appears to be a shortage of professional

counselors? a number cr investigators have explored the poten-

tially unique advantages of using subeprefessional peer counselors

(Gordons 1965; Bolzberg? 1963; and lieiffs 1966).

Carkhuffs in his 196C review,, suggested that there was no

discernible difference between the degree of positive outcomes

of clients counseled by prefesSional and non...professional workers.

nogers (19570 1959) implied that therapeutic helpdng relat-

ionships may xist in nearly any human interperwonal relationship

situation provided Celt certain fundamental attitudes are present

on the part of ono or more of the individuals involved.

In that lines there has recently been considerable interest

ins and sapport fors the therapeutic effectiveness of an intimate

friend (Shapiro and 'Voogs 1969; and Ford and'Urbans 1967).

Schofield (1964) witnessed the fact that friendship played

an important role in the psychologigal well-being of an individual;

howevers the direct nature of that influence has received little

research attention.

Similarly1, recent investigations by Lartin et al (1966),,

Armstrong (1969)? CarkVuff (196C)0 and Shapiro and Voog (1968)

suggested that certain persorality or Wean characteristics are more

important than experience as a counselor to facilitation of positive

counseling oatoono.

On of the goals of the Companion.Program has teen to identify

some of those personality characterietics through the me of
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matching of companion and friend on the bElois of various personality

and social claps charactoriGtice.

It is clear from the research cited that there in a need

Ter programa mtilizaping trained subl-professionals; there is

also evidence of name at mtages of using peers as mental hehlth

workers due to vimilarity in.social position, skills, and

frustrations. Furthermores meeting the student in his own

environment Is an advantage not often enjoyed by the Drefessional

counselor.

As the Companion Program has etelved ourconcerns have

centered around defining the role of the companions developing

an effective training program, effectively identifying and reaching

the targ t populations matching companion and friend in such

a way to enhance therapeutio outcomes and evaluation of our efforts,

both in terms of value for the cOmpantono and. the friends.

Let us mow take a look at how the Companion Pre-grata ha

developed traarter 12x,gsgjast since its inception during the sum r

of 19696 I Will make an attempt to 4 the changes we have

. made in the pretram an it has developed in order,to deal with

the persisting problems me have encountered() The data concernang

the first three terms of the programa') existAnce .was taken from

a paper presorted by Lawrence J. Schnelder.at the American

CoIloge Personnel Assocition Convention in.Larche 1970, at

St. Louis, Liasouri.
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Summer 1969

During the.summer of 1969 Dr. Raynard° as director of the

program° served aloe as 'M groun leader for each of th five

groups of companions. The companions during thie term were

volunteers from a junior leVel course in personality theory.

Of the 77 students enrolled in the course° 33 volunteered to

servo as a companion° and 26 remained withthe program and ful-

filled their major obligations*

One of our initial concerns had to do with the effectiveness

of se1f-20140U= into a program like this by the companions.

Uhat kind of volunteers were we getting? In an attempt to anewer

this question each of the 26 companions was rived a battery of

tests which included tho California Psycholgical Inventory (CPI)°

the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule.(EPRI)0 and the Looney

Problems Checklist (VPC1.)0

The mean profiles for the companions rarPe sPI resembled

those for vr. e colleg etudents in general° except

for the companions slightly elevated scores on the social presence°

self acceptance° achievement via independence° and flexibility

Fcalem° all indicative of a quite healthy social Ecdjostment*

2.7t mate interesting to note that On th4 Ldwards both zexes scored

relatively high on Intraception° a scale iletended to measure the

need to understmnd and amalyze the motives of others. The Looney

elearly revealee the fact that the companions weremet without

problems of th ir oune remale companionn acknowledged about three

times as manr problems of all types as the male crempanions (mean
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of 3603 and 2167 respectively)* These findings are consietent

with those of earlier researchers suggesting that females are

more willirr to reveal problem areas than are males (Shapiro and
Voogv 1969)6

We realized very early in the program that students from our
desired target population were more difficult to recruit than

were the companions. Durinr the first term of operation the

friends were mainly foreign students and r f rrals from Couneeling

and Testing. This proved to be a very undependable method of.

recruiting* Consequent1y9 only 14 of tha 26 companions were

eventually assigned friends to contact. We found that as the

quarter progreseeds unassigned conpanions gradually loot their

enthusiasm and began to drop out of the program*

One 'of the most encouraging results from the first term was

the confidence we gained with the idea that undergraduate volunteers

cOuld delf-select themselves into a companien service program.

For the most part no found the vo/unteers to possees adequiete

emotional resourceso social skills° and motivation to sucoessfully

fulfill their obligation to the prorram.

From the beginning of th first berm th,; weekly training

group meeting became an integral part of the programv and a

uueful resource for the companions in dealing with problems In

their relationships. At this points no training materials wore

used. It became very much a sharinge learning experience for

trainer and companion alike. One of th, more importantquestions

that came out of these groups was °Row can evaluation be made of
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the friend without affecting our relationship?* This has provaa

to be a difficult questian for which me have not really found

a satisfactory answer.

Vali 2969

Duieing the fall of 19690 two graduate students joined

Dr. Raynard as group leaders. Companions were again recruited

from the personality course on a completely voluntary baeis. Due

to our difficulty in getting enough frienda during the eummer

termso the Handieapped Student Services2 and the Division of

Vocational Rehabilitation were added as referral sources. An

attempt was also made to recruit friends by running an ad in the

campus neespaper. In responee to this ad we received a number

of crank cane and only tro appropriate friends.

One of the suggestions that came out of the companion training

meetings during the summer which we f lt was worthy of immediate

consideration was thdtsome type of matching procedure be used to

pair the companions with the friends that would give cinsideration

to the pref renees pt both partiee. WitWthis in mina Dr. Laynard

began developing th,' Good Friend Test on which the companions

and friends ratedo on a seven point wale the degree of importance

they attached to each of 40 attributes of a good frienaship.

Companion pairs yore then matched on the degree of similarity

in rating the attributes.
-ritz Terpt,) e."1104ons kus- .expressel a

In our program evaluation followinitneed for more case

discussion and follov.upo more guidelines as to how to deal with

specific problems or dilemmas and *more readings and discussions
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about friendshipa The companions felt that they had been of moot

benefit in helping their friends to be caring and to show interest

in another; in learning to truet someone; and in gaining social

poise ard adequacy.

11411 were strongly reminded of our ultimate goal of asseseing

the value of the Companion Program for the frtends by the

companions grveling concern over what help; if any; they had been

to their friends. We were somowhat surprised and rather pleased

to note that 73 r. of the companions expressed a desire to continue

their relationship with their friends into the next qumrtar;

though their commitment to the Companion Progeam did not extend

beyond the Fall quarter. We considered thie to be favorable

feedback as to the type of relationships which were being formed.

Winter 1970

The winter term 1970 was something of a transition periwa

for the Companion Program. There was actually very little formal

evaluation; a considerable amount of time was spent in the revision

of the Geed .eriend Teat. .The revised test consi to of 60 attributeo

grouped into six catmcories. .These categories are set up in a

need hierarchy on the amme order as Mamlow's formulation. The

six levels of needs aret- physical; security; approval; esteem;

productive and creative. It is naslow's contention that it is only

when 31111F?114 n?ffl, STS met "10 ine Saln,inMeesalaet,Refle '4'eejc - IZZI-cof 414:td. 44N o 44,664.p.r.
needs at higher levels:if-We were quite excifed with the results

atd saw this as a viable method of expanding the program and

eventually.allowing it to become a selfesuffieient program in

the undergraduate population.
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Several new methods of recruiting friends were attempted dur-

-inp this quarters none without their shortcomings. Companion

°teams.' (usually of tro people) were orgarized to meet lonely

students in their own environment on campus or anyplace in the

city. These teams aPproached and struck up a conversation with

students wkzerever they met them. This approach seemed to work

Nemy well until mention was made of a program. At this point

:the studert often reported a feeling of being manipulated. This

prdblem of the friends being uncomfortable when they find out

there is a program:involved has been very difficult for us to

cope with, particularly in light of our interests in evaluation

and research.

During this term, Classroom recruiting of friends was tried

for the first time. We presented the program to the students in

the General Studies psychology course, had them all fill out a

biographical data form on which the last question only applied to

vhether or not they wished to participate in the program. This

was to avoid the possible stigma attached to identifying oneself

at a lonely student to onels peers. We soon realized that the

Way the program was presented was a Cruoial variable0 e received

a rather heavy response from the. students, but found that many of

them were emotionally healthy; they seemed to be curiousity seekers,

some of them looking for a dating service. At this point we did

not refuseanyone who volunteered to participate ir) the program

as a friend... UnfortUnately, many of those who would seem to have

been more appropriate friends shied away from volunteering. This

hap been a perrerial problem with the program - effectively reaching'

the desired target population.
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One other method of recruiting was tried during the winter.
quarter. I;le went into one of the large campus residence halls

and met with the resident fellows on three separate occasions,

with the enthusiastic support of the resident counselor. We

were seeking referrals from the resident fellows. Those that

we did get were good referrals, but we got very few. The iL.1eqsv

ii many cases, saw this as an imposition, just one more thing that

they had to do for the institution.

Spring and Summer 1970

For the first time during the spring and summer terms,

salaried praduate students served as co-loaders of the companiOn

resource group§ in addition to Dr. Raynard and the undergraduate

leaders*

Som of the other innovations of this period involved the

offering of a zyllabus and dittoed training aids together for

the first time* The training aids were paced to meet the needs

of the relationship as it developed from week to week, from the

point at which the companion made the first contact with his friend

and developed a relationship to the point where the relationship

was terminated or they decided to continue seeinr 'each other

Independently of the Companion lrogram.

The training materials proved to be quite helpful. An

indication of the enthusiasm and involvement of many of these

undergraduate companions is the fact that a number of them volun-

teered their tine to dictate and edit the new training materials,

which involVed a considerable investment of time in many cases.



Although we continued to receive ocoasional referrals to the

Program from Counseling and Testing and IL*C*Vs, the only place

we actively recruited from thie point on was in the classroom.

1;e continued to make quarter to quarter refinements of our appeal

er presentation to the students in an effort to solve our persis-

tent problem or recruiting appropriate members of our target popu-

lation rather than healthy students*

During the Spring and Summer Terms the Companion Program was

funded to formally study movement in developing friendships.

This was attempted by matching companions and friends on the

basis of high, medium and low degrees of similarity on the Good

Friend Test and the Inner-Directedness scale on Shostrom's Personal

Orientation Inventory* The most basic hypothesis that could be

made from previous research was that a moderate degree of similarity

of interpersonal needs and a high similarity of social values

makes for the most productive movement*

The outcome measure used during the Spring Quarter was level

of openness or self.wdisolosure In the relationship as measured

by number of prdblems revealed to the companion on the Looney and

score on Jourardos Self-Disclosure Inventory using the companion

se the target person* In order to make the Looney scores comparable

across edbjeets the friends all cOmpleted a Ivoney check/ist at

the beginning of the term on which 14vey checked the 30 problems

which were of most concern to them* At the end of the term they

were asked to count which of those 30 they had discussed with

their companion* On both or these instruments, the friend not

may reported his level of disclosure to his companion, but also to

his other beet friend*



4, found that, on these measures, the friends disclosed at

a significantly higher level to their other best friends than to

their companions. Furthermore, there appeared to be very little

relationship between degree of similarity of companion pairs and

posItive outcome. It should be noted, however, that the Spring

Term at Southern Illinois University ended. prematurely about six

weeks into the term. Considering the limited number of contacts.

that characterized many of the companion relationships, the results

were not surprising and were not taken too seriously, particularly

in light of the limited sample size; much of the post data was

not able to be collected following the abrupt termination of

the quarter.

al/ 1970 and Uinter 1971

The last Pall and Iiinter Terms marked the beginning of formal

leadership training for undergraduates. We had weekly training

meetings for the leaders, and at the beginning or the term prior

to assuming leadership duties each of the leaderc-to-be partici-

pated in an encounter group weekend with the director and graduate

student leaders. The results of this experience were quite

encouraging, and served as another step in broadening the scope

of the Companion Program.

141 found it necessary during these two terms to impreve our

method of recruiting undergraduate leaders. The process or self-.

selection was not succe sful in distinguishing between effective

and non-effective and, In some eases, damaging leaders. Our eresent

policy is to get recommendations from each of the group leadere

1



at the end.of the term as to whom they feel have good leadership

characterietics in their group.

During the Fall Term a completed, bound training.manual and

syllabus was used for the first time. Again-this manual was meant

to be useful as a week to week reference for the companions.

Another neu method of recruiting friends was tried during

the fall term with seemingly more success than any of the other

methods we have tried in terms of getting at the target population.

Each of the potontEal friende who vollunteered was given a hour

interview by a screening committee of companions to determine his

or her appropriateness for the program. The fact that a greater

percentage of friends than durirg any other term completed the

program during the Fall Term serves as possible evidence for the

effeotiveness of this 'selection method.

ro final summary evaluation or judgment of the Companion Program

will be offered hero, largely because the program is, today, in

as much a state of transition and change as it was during the

first fery quarters of operation. The Companion Program is and

always has been, most importantly, a service to students. Unfortunm..

lately, this has often been true at the exPense of good research

design°

During the evolution of the Companion Program, many major revis-

ions have been made. The companions themselves have been instrumental

in Providing sugrestions for change and /rave taken an active part

in implementing these suggestions° One of these dompanions who has

been involved with the program throughout its development is Dill

Grgurich. At this time he will relate to you some things about the
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role of the companion as he sees it, the involvement the com.

panions have had in the development Øt the program, and some

of the radical changes which the program-has Undergone for

the Spring Term.
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